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You’ll never look at a tree in the same way again!

How do trees reproduce? What ploys do they use to ensure their lineage without moving 
from the spot? All around us, unseen by us, trees that are ten, twenty or thirty metres 
high woo each other and whisper sweet nothings. Shrouded by their foliage, their bright-
ly coloured flowers employ amazing methods. Photographer Stéphane Hette’s sumptuous 
illustrations reveal their often bizarre shapes and brilliant colours. Welcome to the world 
of amorous trees, where buds, flowers and catkins rival one another in their surprising 
beauty.

A reference book

Botanist Francis Hallé introduces this exquisitely illustrated book. The reader is invited to 
discover the inner life of twenty different trees through Stéphane Hette’s delicate photo-
graphs and botanist Frédéric Hendoux’ accompanying texts – a skilful blend of fascinating 
anecdote and scientific fact.

Contents

Introduction by Francis Hallé 

1.  The hazel tree – let the dance of the flowers begin...
2.  The black alder – when a tree falls in love with a bacterium 
3. The field elm – how a fungus hinders reproduction 
4. The trembling aspen – beating the cold weather
5. The male dogwood – a real tough guy that hides its feminine side
6. The yew – a story of water
...
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Amorous Flowers 
or how flowers reproduce in colour
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20 flowers in a riot of colours

Featuring 20 familiar flowers, beautifully portrayed by photographer Stéphane Hette, this 
book traces the amazing history of plant sexuality from the era of the dinosaurs to the pre-
sent day. Water lilies, dandelions, sweet-scented violets and gentians – an insight into the 
behaviour of 20 stunners present all around us. All of them adopt varied and sometimes 
astonishing tactics to ensure their reproduction.

This book offers a brief history of the science of plant reproduction and includes unique 
historical and vellum colour illustrations from the Paris Natural History Museum, presented 
by Alice Lemaire, curator, and Marc Jeanson, botanist in charge of the museum’s plant 
collection.

Contents

1.   The white water lily – a flower dating back to the era of the dinosaurs 
2. Chickweed – the invention of life insurance 
3. The glorious carnation – the perfume and frills of seduction 
4. Dandelion – life in yellow 
5. White dead nettle – a flower with animal characteristics 
6. The fly orchid – a stunning flower 
7. Toadflax – a spiked helmet on a wolf’s mouth 
8. Borage – combating waste
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Supernatural stories 
Plants and insect partnerships, tricks and ploys 
By Gregory Roeder  - Photographs: Stéphane Hette

20 mind-boggling stories of partnerships, trickery and rivalries between insects and 
plants, illustrated by stunning photographs.

Verging on the unreal close to home

From the insect that uses an aquatic plant as an aqualung to live underwater to the parasi-
tic fungus that convinces its plant host to make fake flowers to confuse pollinators, or the 
beetle that feeds on poison to make itself indigestible, this illustrated book features 20 fas-
cinating stories of extraordinary tactics used by plants and insects to ensure their survival. 
Gregory Roeder, professor and PhD in chemical ecology, is a modern-day explorer whose 
research pushes the boundaries of science. He and his team publish in the leading scienti-
fic journals including Science and Nature. In this thrilling narrative, illustrated by Stéphane 
Hette’s sumptuous photos, the author shares cutting-edge scientific information. You’ll ne-
ver see spiders, flowers or butterflies in the same way again!

Highlights

•  Cutting-edge science, presented as a thriller with beautiful illustrations.

•  A deep-dive into the interactions between insects told in an engaging way with   
 stunning photographs.

•  Exquisite ‘action’ photographs published for the first time, with informative captions.

•  The author is a PhD and professor in a laboratory at the forefront of research into
 plant–insect interactions, in collaboration with an internationally renowned   
 photographer.

•  For all those keen to discover astonishing facts about the incredible interactions 
 between plants and insects, for lovers of beauty and the naturally inquisitive.
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Contents 

1.  Swimming in troubled waters – the aquatic leaf beetles and its plant 
 aqualung
2. Natural fly killer – too sticky a friendship between the butterwort and 
 the midges
3. Detox diet – Alpine leaf beetles, fatal beauties fond of poison
4. Love you, love you not! – “Seeds versus pollination” arrangement   
 between flies and a globe flower
5. A fig as a mausoleum – the odyssey of a wasp in the heart of a fig
6. Fatal hide-and-seek in the woods – he who parasitises last, parasitises   
 longest
7. The good, the bad and the ugly – an infernal triangle between a shrub   
 and two insects
8. The smell of burning! – A wood-boring beetle feels the heat
9. The grass tiger – Last dance with the mantis, the prairie killer
10. A fungus wins an Oscar for special effects – a fungus master of disguise
11. A slipper that’s a little too seductive – a bee trapped by an orchid   
 navigates an obstacle course
12. Outdoor decorators – the mealybug gorges and the plants pay the price
13. Tiny house – mystery surrounding an insect squat on plants
14. Intensive breeding – when aphids and ants cause havoc for plants
15. The flower’s teeth – the louse camouflages itself before pouncing 
 on its prey
16. Indestructible – survival in a hostile environment
17. High-flying poker – the saxifrage stakes all its cards on a bumblebee
18. Requiem for a fruit – the killer flies are in the fruit
19. Logistics of the nettle – how the dung beetle deals with trouble
20. “Blueroots” connection – defensive phishing between roots and   
 earthworms
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